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Strong Authentication and Authorization model
Using PKI, PMI, and Directory
Since Internet has been used commonly in information systems technologies, many applications need some
security capabilities to protect against threats to the communication of information. Two critical procedures
of these capabilities are authentication and authorization. This report presents a strong authentication and
authorization model using three standard frameworks. They are PKI, PMI, and Directory. Both PKI and PMI are
described in X.509 standard 4th edition.
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Introduction
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Since Internet has been used commonly in information systems technologies, many applications need
some security capabilities t o protect against t hreats to the communication of i nformation. Two critical
procedures of these capabilities are authenticati on and authorization.
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This report presents a strong authentication and authorization model using three standard frameworks.
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They are PKI, PMI, and Directory. Both PKI and PMI are described in X.509 st andard 4 th edition.
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PKI provides a framework to verify the identities of each entities of given domain. The framework
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includes the requesting, i ssuing, signing, and validating of the pub lic-key certificates.

PMI provides a framework to determine whether or not they are authorized to access a specif ic resource.
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The framework includes the issuance and validation of attribute certificates. Public -key certificates are
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certificates for trusting pub lic-key and attribute certificates are certificates for trusting privilege attribute.
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Directory plays a significant role as an interconnection standard for PKI and PMI. This report describes

tu

may be obtained from Director y.
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the form of authentication and authorization information held by the Directory, and how such information
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PKI(Publi c Key Infrastructure)

In

A public-key certificate has a special data structure and digitally signed by an authority called Certificate
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Authority (CA). A public-key certificate binds a public key to a subject which holds the corresponding

SA

private-key so that other entit ies could trust subject ’s public-key.
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Public-key certificate can be used during some period of time specified in a certificate ’s ‘validity’ filed.
But, for some reasons, the certificate can be revoked by the CA before the certificate ex pires. If an
authority revokes a public -key certificate, users need to be able to know that revocation has occurred so
they no longer use the revoked certificate.
A system using a public-key certificate needs to validate a certificate prior to using that certificate for an

Keyapplication.
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Since certificates are public information, certi ficates can be published and placed in public places (e.g.
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Directory), with out special efforts to protect them.

Generation of key pairs
A user's key pair can be generated in three different ways according to the stan dards[1].

By the user
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a)

b) By a third party
c)

By the CA
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The advantage of method ‘a’ is that a user ’s private key is never released to another e ntity. But, the
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user needs a communication with the CA so that he can transfer the public key and distinguished
name in a secure manner. In case of ‘b’ and ‘c’, the user ’s private key also needs to be transferred to
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the user in a secure manner .
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Creation of public-key certificate

A CA issues a pu blic-key certificate by associating the user ’s public key and unique distinguished name

ut

of the user. It is importan t that CA should be satisfied of the identity of a user before creating a certificate,
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and should not issue certifi cates for two users with the same name.
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A public-key certificate contains following information and is digitall y signed by issuer to provide the

20

integrity.

Version : the version number of certificate.

-

Serial number : an integer uniquely a ssigned by the CA to each certificate.

-

Signature : algorithm identi fier for the algorithm and hash function used by the CA in signing
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the certificate.

Issuer : the entity that has signed and issued the certificate.

-

Validity : the time interval during which the CA warrants that it will maintain information about

NS

In

-

the status of the certificate.
Subject : the entit y associated with public-key found in the subject publi c key field.

-

Subject public key info : the public key being certified and the alg orithm which this public key is

©
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-

an inst ance of.

-

Issuer unique identifier : used to uniq uely identify an issuer in case of name re-use.

-

Subject unique identifier : used to uni quely identify a subject in case of nam e re-use.

-

Extensions : allows additi on of new fields to the structure.
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Certificate validation
Certificates may be revoked by CA prior to their expiration time. Authoriti es are required to state the way
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for relying parties to obtain revocation information about certifi cates issued by that authority. The
Certification Revocation List (CRL) is a commonly used mechanism for relying parties to obtain this
information. The CRL is a periodically published data structure that contains a list of revoked certificate
serial numbers. The CRL is time-stamped and digitally s igned by the issuer of the certificates. Generall y a
CRL is published within an X.500 director y which also stores the certificates for the particular CA
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domain. Delta-CRL is a partial CRL which is a list of only newly revoked certif icates. Delt a-CRL is
useful when ent ire revocation list become large and unwieldy . An Authority Revocation List ( ARL) is a
CRL that is used exclusi vely to publish revocation information for CAs. It therefore does not contain any
revocation information pertaining to end -user certificates
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Certification Path

According to the PKI standards, there are two primary types of public -key certificates, user certificates

eta

and CA-certificates. An user certificate is a certificate i ssued by a CA to a subject that is not an issuer of
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other publ ic-key certificates. A CA-certificate is a certificate issu ed by a CA to a subject that i s also a CA.
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If a Certification Authorit y is the subject of a certificate issued by another Certific ation Authority, the
certificate is called a cross-certificate. A list of cross-certificates needed to allow a particular user to
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obtain the public key of another, is known as a certification path. A certification path logically forms an
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unbroken chain of trusted points between two users wishing to authenticate.
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Certificate Policy & Certification Practice Statement
X.509 standard[7] defines certificate policy as a named set of rules that indicates the applicability of a
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certificate to a particular community and/or class of application with common security requirements. An
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indication of certificate policy may be contained in a certificate and a certificate user may use this
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certificate policy to decide whether he can trust a certificate for a particular purpose or not .
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A Certification Authority (CA) may limit the use of i ts certificates in order to control the risk assumed as
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a result of issuing certificates. For example, CA m ay put restrictions on the community of certificate users,
the purposes for which they may use its certificates and/or th e type and extent of damages that it is
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prepared to make good in the event of a failure on its part, or that of its end -entities. The certificate polic y
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should define these matters, and all certi ficates are issued in accordance with t he policy.

A certification authorit y employs Certification Practice Statement(CPS), a statement of the practices , for
issuing certificates. A CPS is a detailed statement by a certification authority as to its practices, that
potentially needs to be understood and consulted by subscribers and certificate users (relying parties).
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may be dependent on CPSs. Indeed, CPSs may be quite comprehensive and robust documents . They
provide a description of the precise service offerings, detailed procedures of the life - cycle management
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of certificates, and more - a level of detail which weds the CPS to a particular (proprietary)
implementati on of a service offering.

PMI(Privilege Management Infrastructure)
The binding of a privilege to an entity is provided by an authority through a digitally signed data structure
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called an attribute certificate. In general case, entit y privileges have lifetimes that do not match the
validity period for a public -key certificate. The use of attribut e certificates, issued by an Attribute
Authorities (AA) provides a flexible Pri vilege Management Infrastructure (PMI) which can be established
and managed independentl y from a PKI. At the same time, there is a relationship between the two
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infrastructures. Since PMI doesn ’t provide the mechanism to trust certificate holder ’s identity, PKI is used
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to authenticate identities of issuers and holders in attribute certificates.
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Attribute Certificates

The public-key certificate proves the identity of the entities. However, they do not specify what the
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entities can do. Attri bute certificates were developed to provide this access control. An attribute
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certificate has the similar data structure as a public-key certificate. But an attribute certificate does not

,A

contain the subject's public key. Instead, it contain s the attribut es (privileges) of the holder.
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By definition[2], An attribute certificate contains following information and is digitally signed by issuer
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to provide the i ntegrity.

Version : the version number of certificate.

-

Holder : the identity of the attribute certificate ’s holder.

-

Issuer : the identi ty of the AA that issued the certi ficate.

-

Signature : th e cryptographic algorithm used to digitally sign the attribute certificate.

-

Serial number : the serial number that uniquely identifies the attribute certificate within the
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scope of its issuer.
Validity : the time period during which the attri bute certificate is considered valid.

-

Attributes : t he attributes associated with the holder that are be ing certified.

-

Issuer unique ID : the issuer of the attribute certificate in instances where the issuer component
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is not sufficient.

-

Extensions : allows addition of new fields to the attribute certificate.

Attribute Authorit y, SOA
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The Attribute Authority (AA) and Certification Authority (CA) are completely independent. The creation
and maintenance of ‘identity’ can be separated from the PMI. The Source of Authority (SOA) – analogous
to a ‘root CA’ in the PKI – is the entity that is trusted by a privilege v erifier as the entity with ultimate
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responsibili ty for assignment of a set a privileges. An SOA is itself an AA as it issues certificates to other
entities in which privileges are assigned to those entities.

PMI framework support ‘privilege delegation ’ as an optional feature. SOA assigns privilege to an entity
that is permitted to also act as an AA and further delegate the privilege. Delegati on may continue through
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several intermediary AAs until it is ultimately assigned to an end -entity that cannot furthe r delegate that
privilege.

The attribute certi ficate extension provide one mechanism that can be used by an SOA to make privilege
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attribute definiti ons and associated domination rules available to privilege verifiers. An attri bute
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certificate that contai ns this extension is called an attribute descriptor certificate and is a special type of
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attribute certificate.
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Directory schema of PKI and PMI

ut

X.509 standard defines th e directory schema of PKI and PMI[1], [2].

,A

Directory schema

20

optional attri butes of each object type.

01

A directory schema specifies the types of objects that a directory may have and the mandatory and
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The schema is made up of two things: object classes, and at tributes. Following definitions of object
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classes and attributes are ci ted from Netscape Directory Administr ation Guide[5].

In

Object Classes:

Object classes define the types of attributes an entry can contain. Most object class define a set

NS

of required and optional attributes. This attribute l ist represents the kind of data that you bot h

SA

must and may store on th e entry.
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For example, if you define an entry to use the “organi zationalPerson” object class, t hen the ‘common
name’ and ‘surname’ attributes are required for the entry. In addition, there is a fairly long list of
attributes that you can optionally use on the entr y. This list includes such descripti ve attributes as
“telephoneNumber”, “userID”, “streetAddress”, and “userPassword”.
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"organizationalPerson" object class is a subclass of the "Person" object class. When creating a
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new Directory entry, you must always specify all of the object classes to which t he new entry
belongs.
Attributes
A list of all of the possible attributes for object clas ses is the second part of the schema. Attributes hold
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information about a specific descriptive aspect of the entry. Each attr ibute consist s of an attribute type and
one or more attribute values. The attribute type identifies t he class of information given by that attribute
(for example, telephone number). The attribut e value is the particular i nstance of information appearing in
that entry (for example, 555-1999).

PKI directory schema

eta

X.509 standard defines PKI directory schema as follows.
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Attributes
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Object classes

CA certificates, cross -certificates

ho

Certificate Authority

ut

CRLs, ARLs
Public-key certificate

,A

Certificate User

CRLs, ARLs, delta -CRLs

01

CRL distribution point
CP & CPS

Certificati on path(Sequence of cross-certificates)
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Certification Path

CPs, CPSs

sti

PMI directory schema

In

X.509 standard defines PMI direct ory schema as follows

NS

Object classes

SA

Source of Authority (SOA)

Attributes
ACRLs, AARLs, attribute descriptor certificate
AA certificate, ACRLs, AARLs

Certificate Holder

attribute certificate

©

Attribute Authority (AA)

CRL distribution point

ACRLs, AARLs, delta-ACRLs

Privilege Policy

Privilege policies

Delegation Path

Delegation

path(Sequence

of

attribute

certificates)
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* ACRL : attribute CRL, AARL : attribute ARL
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Authenticati on and authorization model in PKI and P MI
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Authentication model
The authentication model consists of three entities: the Certificate Authority, the End-entity, and
the identity verifier. The identity verifier is the entity that makes the determination as to whether
or not asserted identity is correct. The Certificate Authority certifies the end -entities by issuing
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public-key certificates for them.
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The identit y verifier trust s the CA as the authority for a given certific ation for the identity. If an end-
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certificates from that of the entity to one issued by the CA.
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entity’s certificate is not issued by that CA, then the identity verifier must locate a certification path of

Certificate Authority

Trusts

01

,A

ut

Certifies identity

End-entity

Identity verifier

te

20

Asserts identity

tu

Authorization model

sti

X.509 attribute certificate framework[2] defines authorizatio n models in PMI environment as

In

follows. The basic privilege management model consists of three entities: the SOA, the privilege

NS

holder and the privilege verifi er. The privilege holder is the entity that holds a particular privilege
and asserts its privileg es for a particular cont ext of use. The privilege verifier is the entity that

SA

makes the determination as to whether or not asserted privileges are sufficient for the given
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context of use.

Assigns

Source of Authority

Trusts

Key fingerprint privilege
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End-entity
Privilege holder
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Delegation model is an optional aspect of the PMI framework. There are four components of the
delegation model: th e privilege verifier, the SOA, other AAs and the privilege holder . The privilege
verifier trusts the SOA as the authority for a given set of privileges for the resource. If the privilege
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holder’s certificate is not issued by that SOA, then the privilege verifier must locate a delegation path of
certificates from that of the privilege holder to one issued by the SOA. The v alidation of that delegation
path must include checking that each AA had sufficient privileges and was authorized to delegate those
privileges.
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Source of Authority

Trusts
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Assigns

Asserts privilege

Authority

(if authorized)

Privilege verifier
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Attribute
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privilege

Asserts privilege

,A

delegates privilege
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End-entity
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Privilege holder
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